Kitchen Tools
Flip open for
grating surface!
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NEW
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1. PL8 Professional Mandoline

This slicer is a versatile piece with a blade adjustment knob for seamless
changes between built-in slicing and waffle blades. Four slicing thicknesses on an extra
wide stainless steel deck for food to glide easily when secured with the safety hand guard.
Thicknesses vary from 1⁄16", 1⁄8", 3⁄16", and 5⁄16". Non-skid feet fold in for compact storage.
133⁄4" x 51⁄3" x 61⁄3". Sh. wt. 4.50 lbs.

WA34126H — $43.50

2. Progressive® Smart Slice

All your slicing tools in one! The Smart Slice’s all-in-one design has no loose pieces or
blades, making it safe, easy to use, and convenient to store. Works with a variety of fruits
and vegetables. Four adjustment settings and julienne blades make it simple to achieve
your desired thickness. A self-feeding tube holds skinny foods for slicing. Flip open the
lower ramp to find a hidden etched medium grating surface that can also be used with the
integrated hand guard. Nonskid feet provide stability for use over a bowl. Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

WA29533H — $30.75

3. OXO Good Grips® Simple Mandoline Slicer

Easy-to-adjust slider for thickness adjustment, julienne slicing, and
storage. Tab allows thickness settings anywhere between 1⁄16" to
1
⁄4". Angled stainless steel blade easily slices even soft foods like
tomatoes. Soft, nonslip grip and feet for comfort and stability while
slicing. Locks in closed position for safe storage. Leg folds compactly. Spring-loaded food holder advances food automatically
during slicing. Indicator on food holder shows when food is completely sliced with minimal waste. Food holder has a wide ledge
to keep fingers safely away from blades. Food holder stores
beneath mandoline. Top rack dishwasher safe. Sh. wt. 2 lbs.

WA32570H — $39.95

FEATURED PRODUCT

NEW
Mandoline
Dual
Thickness
Slicer

Good Grips®
Complete
Grate and Slice Set

NEW

Dual-serrated
blades slice food
quickly in both directions. With an adjustable blade for thick
or thin slices and nonslip
feet to prevent movement.
Grate guard securely holds
produce and protects hands.
113⁄4" x 43⁄4" x 13⁄4". Sh. wt. 0.81 lbs.

A compact tool with coarse and
medium grating and straight and
julienne slicing surfaces that
work great over plates, bowls, or
placed on top of the lid. Nonslip
feet keep the lid steady. 10" x
61⁄4". Sh. wt. 2.25 lbs.

WA34096H — $30.00

WA34093H — $16.50
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Blades come apart!
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4.
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4. Fiskars® Premier 7" Take-Apart Shears

Unique, scalloped blades make these shears ideal for kitchen use.
Dishwasher-safe handles and take apart blade with metal joint.
Sh. wt. 0.31 lbs.

W09041H — $12.65

5. Mundial® Take-A-Part Kitchen Utility Shears

The all-purpose, Take-A-Part 8" Kitchen Shears is an extremely
versatile and clever product. The razor-sharp edges are suitable to
all food prep cutting challenges including chicken bones, herbs, vegetables, meats, etc. Built-in bottle opener, nut cracker, and jar lid pry
tab are indispensable. Matte black polypropylene handles provide
a comfortable nonslip grip. Stainless steel blades separate easily for
cleaning. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

WA26309H — $15.75

NEW

6. Ekco 123® Kitchen Shears

Great for everyday cutting and slicing in the kitchen. High-carbon stainless steel blades and nonslip handles. 103⁄4" L. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

WA34298H — $7.95

7. Oneida® Magnetic Kitchen Shears

High-carbon, stainless steel blades make cutting in the kitchen easy. The traditional
handle style is updated with a soft touch and a brushed stainless steel finish. A comfortable fit for your hand and cuts perfectly every time. Includes magnetic sheath for hanging. 91⁄2" blade. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

WA27367H — $5.95

8. Oneida® Kitchen Shears

Sharp kitchen shears. Stainless steel cutting edge. 8" L. Sh. wt. 0.44 lbs.

WA15005H — $4.95
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